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Caodaism is a uniquely Vietnamese religion that is influenced by elements of Confucianism, Buddhism,
Taoism and even Roman Catholicism. In the main building of the Cao Dai Temple, there are four prayers
conducted daily, and visitors can watch or even participate in the ceremonies. In addition to the temple, which
boasts beautiful murals, the complex is home to many additional residences, administrative buildings and even
a hospital. In the very center of these secure walls was the Purple Forbidden City, an area reserved exclusively
for the royal family. The enormous Imperial Citadel was also a strategic hold during the Vietnam War, as it
stands very close to the demilitarized zone that separated North and South Vietnam. This destination is
significant for all those who are interested in the history of the nation. Known collectively as My Son, most of
the temples are now ruins. However, that only adds to the atmosphere. Visiting My Son is like stepping back
in time, thanks in part to its secluded location and the lack of touristy infrastructure. The Phong Nha Caves are
made up of hundreds of cave systems, many of which are large enough to hold entire city blocks. The biggest,
and most notable, is Hang Son Doong. A gateway to the caves is Son Trach, a growing village that is home to
several transport links throughout Vietnam, local restaurants and meeting points for guided tours to the caves.
It features beautiful beaches with fine and clean sand and clear ocean water with mild temperatures. The city
has about , inhabitants and is more lively and urban in character than other beach destinations like Mui Ne and
Phu Quoc. The tunnels have become a popular tourist attraction, and visitors are invited to crawl around in the
safer parts of the tunnel system. Subsequently, life in the Mekong Delta revolves much around the river, and
all the villages are often accessible by river rather than by road. Mui Ne Where to Stay The formerly
little-inhabited beach south of the fishing village of Mui Ne has seen some serious development in the last 15
years. Due to strong sea breezes it is a popular destination in Vietnam for kite- and windsurfing. No trip to
Mui Ne is complete without a trip to the famous sand dunes located a short distance north of the town. The
vast sandy expanse provide some great panoramic views especially during sunset. Rice terraces can be found
in the Muong Hoa valley between Sa Pa town and the Fansipan Mountain, on a backdrop of thick bamboo
woodlands. Local mountain people, the Hmong, Giay, Dao, Tay, and Giay, grow rice and corn on these paddy
terraces, along with vegetables. The island features pristine tropical forests, undamaged coral reefs and great
beaches. Phu Quoc is famous for producing the best nuoc mam or fermented fish sauce in the world. Hoi An
has been an international port from the 16th century although the serious shipping business has long since
moved to the city of Da Nang. The heart of the city is still the Old Town, full of winding lanes and
Chinese-styled shops. Later he returned the sword to the Golden Turtle God in the lake. The pagoda overlooks
the Perfume River and is regarded as the unofficial symbol of the former imperial capital. The initial temple
was very simply constructed, but over time it was redeveloped and expanded with more intricate features. The
top tourist attraction in Vietnam, Ha Long Bay features thousands of islands, each topped with thick jungle
vegetation, forming a spectacular seascape of limestone pillars. Several of the islands are hollow, with
enormous caves, others islands include lakes and some support floating villages of fishermen. You Might Also
Like.
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Ha Noi Travel map and infomation Travel News Ha Noi Travel map and infomation Hanoi is a peaceful
capital, where the Vietnamese people come out from the historic golden pages of the thousand years of Van
Hien, Today, these are busy commercial streets, high rise buildings are interwoven between the beautiful
French colonial period villas, are hectic sales talk from of vendors around the boulevards along with the gentle
lifestyle of Hanoiese like the savouring of sipping a cup of tea in the early morning light. All of them will
make the hinterland of the Red River Delta 4 seasons of northern Vietnam attracting tourists from the first
times. Hanoi Travel Map This map providing all the sightseeing you should give a try in the capital of
Vietnam. Besides that, you could find good accommodations, bus stations in Hanoi and many more. VND is
the official currency in Vietnam. Some small vendor and shop for tourists do accept USD. But we highly
recommend you to change your bill into VND The rate is around Weather in Hanoi Ha Noi climate is typical
of the North Vietnam climate with characteristics of tropical monsoon humidity, hot summer, heavy rain and
cold winters with little rain. Average annual temperature is Hoan Kiem Lake and Ngoc Son temple: Hoan
Kiem Lake was already considered as the most beautiful lake in the city. In the middle of this lake, the Ngoc
Son temple was rebuilt on Ngoc Jade Islet, in the northern part of the lake during the 19th century. It was
dedicated to Van Xuong, once considered the brightest star in Vietnamese literary and intellectual circles, and
Tran Hung Dao, the national hero who led Vietnamese people to victory over Mongol aggressors in the 13th
century. Imperial Citadel of Thang Long The centre of Thang Long - Hanoi is located in the heart of the
capital of Vietnam today, this is the most important and best preserved of Thang Long ancient citadel. This is
a huge architectural work, built by the dynasty in many historical periods and became the most important
monument in the system of relics of Vietnam. Thang Long Imperial Citadel was built in the 11th century
under the Ly dynasty. It has been a centre of constantly political power for almost 13 centuries. The central
area of the Thang Long Imperial Citadel - Hanoi is an excellent example of a long-standing cultural exchange,
where cultural influences from the outside, many theories and ideas of the global value of human civilization,
especially Buddhism and Confucianism, cultural exchanges with China in the north and the kingdom of
Champa in the south. The Imperial Citadel reflects all of the important cultural exchanges and forms a unique
culture in the Red River Delta. Ho Chi Minh mausoleum: Beside cruel torture images, the brazen guillotine
has put Hoa Lo Prison at the top of the top five most frightening places in Southeast Asia. This was the central
prison of both Central and Tonkin, detaining many people, including political prisoners, patriots against the
French colonial government from to At that time, Hoa Lo prison regularly holds about prisoners with
detention regime, extreme pressure harsh, barbaric. Ha Noi Old Quarter: This urban area concentrates on
small-scale industrial and commercial activities and exists up to the present time. Hanoi Old Quarter is a
special place that you could deeply enjoy the unique Hanoi years olds. Wandering on the old streets, taking
spectacular photos and getting some local specialties. This is considered as one of the precious cultural
heritage, is the stone materials of previous generations. It is the eloquent demonstration of the studiousness of
Vietnamese students Tran Quoc pagoda: Located on an islet in West Lake, is one of the oldest pagodas in
Vietnam. Its construction was under King Ly Nam De Inside, there is a precious statue of Sakyamuni Buddha
entering Nirvana, which is a masterpiece of Vietnamese sculpture art. A stele dating from tells the story of this
pagoda. The three Han characters at the top of the entrance of Quan Thanh temple read Tran Vu Quan, which
means that the temple is dedicated to Huyen Thien Tran Vu, the God who guarded and administered the north
of the country. Saint Tran Vu was both a Vietnamese legendary character who assisted King An Duong Vuong
in chasing away ghosts during the construction of Co Loa Citadel and a Chinese legendary character who
guarded and administered the North. Special attention should be paid to the black bronze statue of Saint Tran
Vu, was cast in located in the sanctum. Also noticeable, a 1. In the temple, a small black bronze statue of Ong
Trong, the chief artisan of the bronze casting team who made the bell and the giant statue of Saint Tran Vu.
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Tay Ho was an ancient village of Thang Long, located to the east of West Lake â€” At the entrance of the
village, there is a temple to worship Mother Lieu Hanh, who had an exquisite talent for playing music, singing
and writing poetry. Every year, on the 15th day of the 1st lunar month, many people come here, not only to
worship Thanh Mai in the hope that she will offer them good things and good luck but also admire the
beautiful landscape of the capital city. Vietnam museum of ethnology: With 15, artifacts, 42, films and color
photos, audio tapes, music, videotapes, and 25 CD-Roms, the Vietnam Museum of Ethnology is an attractive
place that tourist to visit, study, experience the culture of ethnic Vietnam. It is also home to a variety of folk
and folk cultural performances in Vietnam, Southeast Asia and other parts of the world. The prestigious travel
site TripAdvisor has voted Vietnam Museum of Ethnology ranked fourth among the 25 most enchanting
museums in Asia in Dong Xuan Market is the biggest wholesale market in the North of Vietnam. The market
offers a wide range of products such as clothing, footwear, household items, toys, fabrics with traditional
designs, In addition, they also sell candy, souvenirs, food, On the evening of Friday, 7 and Sunday at the
weekend, there is a night market in front of Dong Xuan market. Named as Silk Street, Hang Gai Street has
become the busiest street in Hanoi with silk shops always busy to conquer the most choosy customers The
Hang Gai Silk Street is meters long, but there are business outlets, of which 91 are silk business or silk
merchandise Merchants, and 29 others merchants businesses Hang Bac street sliver street: Hang Bac silver
street , the special streets in Ha Noi with atmospheric street still retains many small outlets of jewelers selling
rings, necklaces and many types of inexpensive fashion pieces. Early in the morning heard the echo of the
hammer knock on the street, began a new day. Moreover, the 4-season climate, as well as a wide range of
fishes and seafood like prawns, shrimp, crab and more, have a distinctive flavour, promising a feeling of
appetite for table companions Bun Cha Barbecued pork with rice vermicelli: Being picked as one of specific
dishes of the northern region, it consists of grilled pork strips in a bowl of dipping sauce and is served with a
plate of fresh Vietnamese herbs and noodle Bun cha no 34 Hang Than Street, Hoan Kiem District, Hanoi Nem
cua be crab spring rolls: This dish consists of fried rolls filled with sea crab and vermicelli noodles Address: It
is one of the unique specialities in Hanoi with the main ingredient of mudfish meat ca nheo or snakehead one
ca qua. A server will set up a hot pot on your table and other elements such as fresh herbs, rice noodles, a bowl
of roasted peanuts and a dipping fish sauce. Che Vietnamese sweet soup: It is a sweet soup that is typically
made from several ingredients mixed together and served in a large beer glass. Some of typical ingredients are
black bean, corn, taro, tapioca, jelly, etc. Ba Thin store in Hang Bo Street. Cafe Trung Vietnamese egg coffee:
It is the most popular coffee in the north of Vietnam, a thick dark coffee topped with egg yolk whipped with
condensed milk into an airy froth Address:
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Located in the southern portion of the Indochina Peninsula in Southeast Asia, Cambodia covers an area of ,
square kilometers. Vietnam and Cambodia are sharing a long border with a variety of crossings. So it is very
convenient to travel between Vietnam and Cambodia by flight, by bus or by boat. Walking around the
awe-inspiriting temples of Angkor, you will be amazed by the mysterious ancient culture of this land. After
touring the Angor Wat in Siem Reap, you could have a boat trip to see Tonle Sap Lake, the largest freshwater
lake in Southeast Asia, and the lake village of Kampong Phluck to see how the local people adapt to life on the
lake. In Hoian Ancient Town, you could experience the local culture in the colorful local market. In Honai,
you could see the traditional water puppet show, which shows the unique culture of Vietnam. Halong Bay is a
fine destination to enjoy a cruise on the stunning bay. You could relaxing on the ship and enjoy the marvelous
view of thousands of limes6tone karsts and isles in various shapes and sizes. North to Cambodia and west to
Vietnam, Laos is always a popular travel destination in Indochina Peninsula with trips to Cambodia and
Vietnam. The main attraction in Laos is Luang Prabang, a Shangri-la of golden temples and pampered
refinement. You can check the following travel map of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos with the locations of
each attraction. Hoping this travel map will help you arrange your trip to Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.
Different from Cambodia and Vietnam, Thailand is famous for its beautiful islands in the southern Thailand
and colorful ethnic cultures and stunning mountainous scenery in the northern Thailand. It is convenient to
travel between Vietnam, Cambodia and Thailand. And a Mekong river cruise from Laos to Thailand could
make it more unforgettable. So it is suggested to have a Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos and Thailand tour if you
have enough time to explore the best of Indochina Peninsula in just one go. Map of Vietnam Cambodia and
Myanmar Myanmar, located in the westernmost of Indochina Peninsula, continues to open up to the outside
world. More and more travelers are coming to this mysterious Asia country to explore its beauty. You can
experience the local life of Inle Lake, enjoy the stunning view of Bagan with thousands of temples, and
explore the historical and cultural heritages in Yangon. Here we offer you the detailed travel map of Myanmar
together with Vietnam and Cambodia, which would help you have a clear mind of the location of each
attraction and plan your travel itinerary in Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar more fluently.
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Reis Know How edition. Very detailed Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia road map. English and multi-lingual
legends. Printed on tear-resistant, waterproof, paper-like plastic. It can bend and fold without cracking and is
writable as normal paper, non-toxic and recyclable. Perfect for tourist adventures and independent travel and
for driving tours. Includes topographic contour lines and hypsometric color tints which show height levels,
along with elevation numbers. Shows all major and secondary roads and tertiary roads, with distances between
points in kilometers. Very detailed Vietnam North road map. Very detailed Vietnam, South road map. The
map covers all of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, and also eastern Thailand. Also included is a large-scale
downtown map of Ha Noi. Fully digitized cartography, a comprehensive index and distance indicators printed
on premium paper with an attractive, durable cover, make it the perfect travel companion for any exciting
journey. Adventure Maps include hundreds of points of interest that highlight diverse and unique destinations
within the region. The map includes the locations of thousands of cities and towns with a user-friendly index,
plus a clearly marked road network complete with distances and designations for major highways, main roads,
and tracks and trails for those seeking to explore more remote regions. The front side of the Vietnam North
map details the north central region of the country, from its border with Laos to the west, to the Gulf of
Tonkin to the east. Adventure Maps are printed in the United States on a durable synthetic paper, making it
waterproof, tear-resistant and toughâ€”capable of withstanding the rigors of international travel. The front side
of the Vietnam South map details the lower central region of the country, from its border with Laos and
Cambodia to the west, to the mouth of the Gulf of Tonkin to the east. The reverse side of the map details the
southern region, from its border with Cambodia to the west, the South China Sea to the east, to the Gulf of
Thailand to the south. Waterproof and tear-resistant Detailed interpretive information and local travel tips
Detailed topography complete with activity symbols, ideal for exploring the country City overview maps
Hundreds of points of interest, including the location of World Heritage sites, national parks and nature
reserves, aboriginal settlements and protected lands, mines, archeological sites, wildlife parks and more
Thousands of place names Important travel aids including airports, lighthouses, ferry routes and rail lines
Developed in cooperation with local agencies Updated regularly to ensure accuracy.
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Plan your trip around Vietnam with interactive travel maps from Rough Guides. Use Rough Guides maps to explore all
the regions of Vietnam. With ruins of lost cultures, rugged mountains - home to minority villages - plus white-sand
beaches, dense jungles and modern, busy cities, Vietnam is a truly fascinating place.

But boy are there a lot of backpackers roaming that North-South stretch! Our Vietnam backpacking route went
from north to south, but it would be equally good to go backpacking from south to north as well. We began in
Hanoi, in the north, because we flew over to Vietnam from Taiwan and it was closer for us to reach Hanoi
from Taipei. If you plan on crossing the border and continuing backpacking in neighbouring South East Asian
countries, it may be worth looking at the best areas to cross the border before deciding which end of Vietnam
to start your backpacking trip in. The coffee was so good, I even wrote a whole blog post on it. We daydream
and talk about going back to Hanoi to live for a little while all the time. Best things to do in Hanoi: Where to
stay in Hanoi: Basic guesthouse in Hanoi run by a local husband and wife. We felt that the 2 days, 1 night tour
was enough time in Halong Bay. Best things to do in Halong Bay: There are a couple of activities you can do
in Halong Bay. Sapa or Mai Chau days After a pit-stop back in Hanoi, head to the tribal villages and rice
terraces of the highlands. The most popular is Sapa, famed for beautiful treks and colourful ethnic minority
tribes. However, the town is completely overrun by tourists and tribal women trying to sell their wares from
woven baskets on their backs. Some travellers might not mind that, but we found it quite difficult to handle the
constant noise and pleas when all we wanted to do was hike in the peace and quiet. In retrospect, I would
definitely opt for a smaller, lesser developed settlement like Mai Chau, which is closer to Hanoi and a more
rustic, ethnic experience. We heard from other backpackers in Vietnam that Mai Chau was really beautiful too.
We recommend going on a trek with Sapa Sisters , a social enterprise owned by the local guides. Stop by
Baguette and Chocolate , an ethical cafe that employs local students from low-income families. Where to stay
in Sapa: Luong Thuy Family Guesthouse. Open fires, hot pho in the enclosed rooftop restaurant and spacious
bedrooms make this family guesthouse the best in Sapa. We absolutely loved Hue, even though we got caught
in rainstorms multiple times while we were there! Best things to do in Hue: Where to stay in Hue: Basic and
cheap hotel with a friendly owner. Home cooked banana pancakes for breakfast. Unfortunately this guesthouse
cannot be booked online. Despite being a hotspot for travellers, Hoi An is an absolute gem. Cobbled streets
adorned with sunshine yellow-painted wood architecture line the river banks. It was one of the only vegan
cooking classes we found in Vietnam, so take the chance while you have it! Where to stay in Hoi An:
Immaculate hotel with nice rooms downstairs and cheaper rooms in the attic. Good for budget travellers and
mid-range travellers alike. Nha Trang 1 day Nha Trang gets a bad wrap from other backpackers in Vietnam for
being full of hedonistic gap-yah bingers and Russians. While you can spend all day drinking banana smoothies
on the beach, Nha Trang is also home to the Cham Towers and some very cool earthy Mud Baths. The next
day, head north to Yok Don or south to Cat Tien. We heard great things about the Elephant Waterfalls. We
stayed in some average accommodation in Dalat and later found out about the beautiful looking Zen Valley.
Other travellers said the rooms were comfortable, the views were lush and the staff were lovely. Fewer people
speak English and white-faced tourists are rarely seen. The nearby town of Ban Don is a good rest stop away
from the constant you-buy-something sellers and high-commission tour operators littering the main
backpacker route. In the National Park, you can go trekking with elephants along with one of the park rangers.
Just down the road though, there are some very unethical elephant rides taking place. Avoid getting involved
with this as the elephants are mistreated, and instead opt to support the nation park. You can stay in a
traditional stilt hut in Ban Don or in one of the rooms just inside the National Park entrance, while visiting
Yok Don. Mui Ne 2 days Mui Ne, talked up by backpackers as a similar but better version of Nha Trang,
actually had equal numbers of drunks and Russians. These dunes were absolutely stunning, though the sand is
burning hot! The Fairy Stream is also worth a walk along too. Avoid ostrich rides that happen not far from the
Fairy Stream as these are not an ethical activity. There are a lot of great experiences to be had for backpackers
in Ho Chi Minh City, including exciting street food and grand museums and art galleries. When we went,
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there was a great little art gallery outside the back too. Be sure to pass by the Saigon Notre-Dame Basilica.
Where to stay in Ho Chi Minh City: Comfortable and well-kept hotel in the quiet but safe backstreets of Ho
Chi Mind City. If you have a little extra cash, travellers also say Phu Quoc Island is paradise. You can buy a
multi-stop bus ticket in advance, but we chose to book buses one-by-one. We opted for trains between some
places. The trains in Vietnam were excellent. We travelled by train from Hanoi to Hue and would highly
recommend it. Renting a motorbike is another option. While he was fine, one of his friends came off his bike
and broke his ankle. You should also think carefully about when you want to go backpacking in Vietnam.
Winter is from November â€” April We travelled in November, which is the beginning of rainy season in
Vietnam. At this time of year, the weather is slightly cooler. However, prices tend to be lower at this time of
year. Rainfall in Vietnam Rainy season in Vietnam varies depending on the region. In northern Vietnam,
summer season is the rainy season. In central Vietnam, rainfall varies. Rainfall tends to be in short bursts, so
you just need to duck into the nearest cafe when you feel it coming. Read More About Backpacking in
Vietnam.
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Forget the war - Vietnam has one of the youngest and most dynamic populations in Asia, and the country has great
beaches, fascinating cities, ancient culture, incredible food.

Nov - Vietnam Embassy in Bangkok charges 1, baht c. Bear in mind that if you go on a Friday, you still have
to wait until Monday to get your visa even if you paid for next day. March A single entry tourist visa valid for
30 days costs baht. A single entry 3-month tourist visa costs baht. A multiple entry, 3-month visa costs baht.
The consulate only accepts Thai baht in cash no other currencies or credit cards. Visas can be picked up the
same day if submitted in the morning. If submitted in the afternoon, you can pick up your visa the next
morning. The consulate is closed on weekends. Some consular staff speak English. You will need a passport
photo bring 2 just in case , application form available at the consulate , and payment. Check the website for
holidays; the office is closed on both Vietnamese and Thai public holidays i. Honestly despite the
scaremongering you are better off doing visa on arrival if you are flying in. October - Visas can be processed
in an hour at the consulate in Khon Kaen. Single entry visa for one month costs baht, single entry for three
months costs baht. China[ edit ] China - You can get a visa from nearby Nanning or Kunming additionally to
Beijing and other reported major cities. Kunming regular 1 month single-entry tourist visa costs CNY for
standard 3 days process or add CNY for same day service submit morning, receive at Nanning regular 1
month single-entry tourist visa costs CNY, but! The Consulate is on the 27th Floor, and get ready for a long
line for the elevator in the morning at the building. Address is 65 Songjiang Lu, hours M-F 8: Visa price is
TWD for standard Single entry - 30 days, 3 day processing. Same day and next day processing is available,
along with multiple entries for a higher price. Cash, personal check, or money order is accepted. Processing
takes business days. Entrance on 48th St east of 1st Ave. June - a single-entry tourist visa valid for 30 days
costs USD90 at Washington DC and takes around days to process; express visas take days for an additional
USD Cash or money order is accepted. December - Prices seem to have changed, USD for a 90 day single
entry. Approx 3 days to process. Other consular services at this embassy have been reported as slow and costly
4 weeks for Ex-Vietnamese seeking 5 year Visa exceptions - and the passport must have 5 years of life left.
Malaysia[ edit ] November - the Vietnamese Embassy in Kuala Lumpur charges MYR for a 30 day single
entry visa, will return the passport by 2 PM the following day if received early on the preceding day, 10 AM
in our case. A single-entry, 30 day visa with 2 working day service costs HKD An express same-day service
HKD is also available. A slowdown in tourist number arrivals has been disguised by the removal of visa fees
for certain nationalities but not former Vietnamese resulting in neighbouring countries numbers filling the
vacuum. Visa on arrival[ edit ] This method is available only for Air travel. The term visa on arrival is a bit of
a misnomer in the case of Vietnam as a letter of approval has to be obtained before arrival. This is handled by
a growing number of on-line agencies for a charge of USD Aug Most agencies accept payment by credit card,
some accept payment by Western Union or Paypal. You also have to pay stamp fee at the airport when arrival.
You need 1 photo. The visa on arrival fees Note: From 25 December , US citizens are able to apply for 6
months and 1 year multiple tourist visa. There have also been reports of bogus companies that claim to be able
to arrange for a visa on arrival. As the British Embassy and Consulate cannot confirm whether a company has
a legitimate arrangement in place, the safest way to obtain a visa is via the nearest Vietnamese Embassy.
Vietnamese visas are usually valid for only one entry. If you plan to leave Vietnam and re-enter from another
country make sure you obtain a visa allowing multiple entries. It is common to get the letter with several other
applicants passport details passport number, date and place of birth, full name, etc. You might share your
personal information with up to other applicants on the same letter s. For persons who are concerned about
their privacy or security, it is recommended to check first if the agencies have an option for a separate or
private approval letter Private Vietnam visa on arrival on their website. Very few on-line agencies have this
option. Another solution is to apply for a regular visa through an embassy to keep your personal details
private. After landing at one of the three international airports Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City and Da Nang , the
traveller goes to the "Landing Visa Counter" before the passport control and shows the letter, fills in an
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additional arrival form can be pre-filled before departure , provide a photo and receives a visa sticker in his or
her passport. One passport photo is required often 4X6 cm. Note that visas on arrival are not valid for arrival
at the land crossings, and the official visa stamp can only be obtained at the three international airports.
Therefore, travellers arriving by land from Cambodia, Laos or China must be in possession of a full visa when
they arrive at the border. The cost for service fee is cheaper than at the embassy in Europe or America. In Asia
the cost will be almost the same as the regular total visa fee. However, you will avoid to go back and forth to
the embassy. Passengers of Air Asia and some other airlines traveling to Vietnam must present the approval
letter at check-in. There are many visa agents, You can stick to well-established companies. Depending on the
present level of SARS and avian flu you may be subjected to a so-called health-check, which as of Sep consist
only from a thermal scanner you pass through on your way to passport control; there are no forms to fill. Visa
extensions[ edit ] Prior to it was relatively simple and inexpensive to obtain a one-time, 30 day extension to
your standard single-entry tourist visa. This is no longer the case! However, most direct flights are served by
flag carrier Vietnam Airlines while plenty of other long-haul flights are available with transits via Bangkok ,
Doha , Dubai, Hong Kong, Singapore , Kuala Lumpur and Taipei. From Airport you can ask your
transportation to transfer you to: They can provide you in detail. By train[ edit ] There are direct international
train services from Nanning and Beijing in China to Hanoi. The daily train from Nanning starts around CNY
and soft sleeper c. You can consider taking the bus from Nanning instead which is a cheaper and pretty
convenient day journey. The Kunming-Hanoi line was shut down by landslides in and, as of , remains closed.
There are no train links to Laos or Cambodia. Not agreeing to the extra charge and attempting to obtain the
visa independently will result in being stranded at the border without your belongings. MaiLinh Bus
companies are the most reliable and reputable businesses operating on this route. Its up to you whether you
will condone to this "scam" and let yourself cross the border as smooth as possible given the circumstances, or
save yourself the "service fee" and spend longer time at the border control, possibly missing your bus. This is
the only fee charged by the bus companies and it is not related to Cambodian Visa in any form. Buses between
the two cities cost USD and take around 6 hr. Only one passport photo is required for a Cambodian visa on
arrival. Tours of the Mekong Delta USD, days can provide a more insightful journey between the two cities.
Cambodian visas are available on arrival. The Vietnamese consulate in Sihanoukville issues day tourist visas
on a same-day basis. Visas are avaiable on arrival, one photo required. Change buses at Le Tanh. China[ edit ]
There are three border crossings between China and Vietnam that can be used by foreigners: This may be
more convenient than the night train from Nanning to Hanoi at The ride itself is picturesque, and you receive
a water bottle and some snacks at the bus. At the border crossing there are money changing ladies trying to get
your dollars or renminbi for a deal. Laos[ edit ] There are at least six border crossings between Laos and
Vietnam that can be used by foreigners. Be wary of catching local buses from Laos to Vietnam. Not only are
they often crammed with cargo coal and live chickens, often underfoot but many buses run in the middle of
the night, stopping for several hours in order to wait for the border to open at If you bargain hard tiring, at
The men will take your passports, which can be incredibly disconcerting, but will actually provide the service
they promise. It is better to get the Laos exit stamp yourself for free at the border station. The sleeping bus
from Vientaine to Hanoi is fairly nice as all cargo is stored in the cargo hold and you are allowed to sleep in
the bus at the border crossing until it opens at 7AM. There is also a VIP bus from Savannakhet. Such a
journey takes roughly 5 hours and includes brief stops both to exit Cambodia and enter Vietnam. Make sure
you carry a few US dollars to tip the boat porters with, so as to avoid losing your luggage in the Mekong when
alighting or changing boats. Longer tours lasting multiple days may also be available from Phnom Penh.
Check with your accommodation provider or along Sisowath Quay.
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The Vietnam Travel Map from Periplus is designed as a convenient, easy-to-use tool for travelers. Designed to fit
comfortably into a purse or pocket and created using durable coated paper, this map is made to open and fold multiple
times, whether it's the entire map that you want to view or one panel at a time.

Cross-reference maps and local knowledge to take you places like these: Mountain roads suffer from
landslides in the wet season Mountain roads suffer from landslides in the wet season Take the scenic route:
Never rely on just one printed map. In my experience, many road maps of Vietnam will not show some of the
new and scenic roads â€” exactly the kind of roads that you most want to be riding â€” even when the map in
question is supposed to be an updated edition. However, with a bit of cross-referencing, printed maps can be
still be useful. In this particular review of road maps I am concerned only with riders, like me, who prefer to
stay on paved roads and do not have the necessary vehicles to go off-road. The year of publication is printed in
the top right corner of the cover. But, as a general overview particularly because of its fold-out format which
makes it really fun to plan your route across the country this is still a very good map, especially when used in
conjunction with online maps. It can be difficult to find a new copy of the Travel Map of Vietnam. You can
ask around in the backpacker areas of major cities, such as Saigon, Hanoi, and Nha Trang, or just go straight
to the nearest branch of Fahasa Bookstores. The map costs a couple of dollars 40,,vnd. Unfortunately, the atlas
is rarely if ever updated. The first edition I bought was published in , and even then it did not include some
major and scenic routes. A couple of years later I bought the edition, which did include some minor additions.
Online maps have, of course, changed the way we travel forever. Google Maps, among others, is an incredibly
useful tool to have on a road trip in Vietnam. WiFi and 4G is readily available all over Vietnam, making
access to online maps relatively easy. Regardless of connectivity, many of these maps are now available
offline too. The same rule applies to online maps as to printed maps: This is not a smart thing to do, at least for
a motorbike road trip in Vietnam. However, Google Maps does not work offline in Vietnam I am not certain
what the reason for this is, but the offline function will not operate within the country. Also, relying on Google
Maps as your sole resource is unwise. Google cannot keep up with the pace of change in Vietnam: I regularly
have to manually draw roads onto the Google Maps that I create for my own motorbike guides on this website
because, according to Google, they do not exist. This defeats the whole point of a motorbike road trip through
Vietnam: I use Google Maps to create the route maps for my motorbike guides on this site, and I am in awe of
what it does and what it has allowed me to do. But it must still be used in conjunction with other sources of
information, including other online maps, printed maps, and local knowledge. Inspired by Wikipedia,
OpenStreetMap is crowdsourced, meaning that it can be updated by any of its users at any time. This is perfect
for a country like Vietnam, where roads are in a constant state of change. Indeed, we can all help
OpenStreetMap to be as good as possible by uploading any new roads to its database. As I mentioned above,
road conditions are constantly changing: Although cross-referencing different printed and online maps will
help you establish which roads exist, they will not give you any idea of the current condition of those roads.
For this, your best bet is to rely on local knowledge. Even if the local you are asking does not speak English,
they will likely go and fetch a friend who does. Even without any shared language, communication is still
possible. If you want to try practicing your Vietnamese, the following phrases should be useful: Is it possible
to take this road? Where does this road go to? Does this road go to [place name]? In general, this technique
has served me well over the years. Asking directions is also a great way to meet people. In addition to printed
maps, online maps, and asking locals, there are several websites that are helpful to determine where the best
roads are and what condition they are in. Of course, I recommend using my own extensive guides and maps to
motorbike routes across the country. I try to keep my maps and guides as accurate and up-to-date as possible. I
do this by travelling along my routes regularly and updating information as I go. But I also rely on readers,
such as yourself, to keep me informed of road conditions and anything that you think is relevant. Your
contribution is a great help to me and to other readers using this website. You can browse all of my motorbike
guides in this archive. I try to keep my road trip maps on Vietnam Coracle as accurate and up-to-date as
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possible The Vietnam Back Roads Facebook group is a good source of updated information. Either search the
group for a particular topic, or post a question to the group to see what advice people can offer.
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Chapter 8 : Vietnam Maps - Map of all Areas in Vietnam
Vietnam Travel Map. Vietnam Travel Map. Vietnam Travel Map. 10, views. Share Untitled layer. Fansipan Mountain.
Ham Rong Mountain. Sapa stone church. Lao Chai Village. Ta Van Village.

The value of a map gallery is not determined by the number of pictures, but by the possibility to see the world
from many different perspectives. Technology We unlock the value hidden in the geographic data. Thanks to
automating the complex process of turning data into map graphics, we are able to create maps in higher
quality, faster and cheaper than was possible before. Forever free We created Maphill to make the web a more
beautiful place. Without you having to pay for it. Maphill maps are and will always be available for free. Real
Earth data Do you think the maps are too beautiful not to be painted? No, this is not art. All detailed maps of
Vietnam are created based on real Earth data. This is how the world looks like. Easy to use This map is
available in a common image format. You can copy, print or embed the map very easily. Just like any other
image. Different perspectives The value of Maphill lies in the possibility to look at the same area from several
perspectives. Maphill presents the map of Vietnam in a wide variety of map types and styles. Vector quality
We build each detailed map individually with regard to the characteristics of the map area and the chosen
graphic style. Maps are assembled and kept in a high resolution vector format throughout the entire process of
their creation. Experience of discovering Maphill maps will never be as detailed as Google maps or as precise
as designed by professional cartographers. Our goal is different. We want to redefine the experience of
discovering the world through the maps. Fast anywhere Maps are served from a large number of servers
spread all over the world. Globally distributed map delivery network ensures low latency and fast loading
times, no matter where on Earth you happen to be. Spread the beauty Embed the above road detailed map of
Vietnam into your website. Enrich your blog with quality map graphics. Make the web a more beautiful place.
Get a free map for your website. Discover the beauty hidden in the maps. Brought to you by Maphill.
Chapter 9 : Map of Vietnam | Vietnam Regions | Rough Guides | Rough Guides
Vietnam Maps This is a simple map of Vietnam to give you an idea of the basic geography. Most of the main areas and
popular places of interest are shown.
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